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Xu Shaohua was already shocked.

He had seen Mark’s methods, and he was naturally terrified.

He backed away and yelled frantically.

Let his men shoot Mark with a gun.

As the prince of the Xu family, Xu Shaohua is very much loved in the family, and even
Lao Wei sent him as a bodyguard, which shows that the family attaches great
importance to Xu Shaohua.

In this case, it is not unbelievable that his subordinates are equipped with guns.

Sure enough, with Xu Shaohua’s order, the four or five bodyguards around immediately
took out guns.

.

The bullet is loaded.

Bang bang bang bang ~ Immediately afterwards, the tongue of fire burst out, and the
deafening roar sounded through the entire hall.

Dozens of scorching bullets tore through the sky and shot away in Mark’s direction.

“Mark, stay away~” Helen Qiu was frightened, tears bursting out.

She desperately ran in the direction of Mark.

Is she afraid of death?

Of course I am afraid!

However, for Helen Qiu, the loss of Mark was more painful than death.



She had lost Mark once, and she would never allow it. This time she also watched Mark
die in front of her.

Therefore, she rushed forward without hesitation, trying to block the bullets for Mark.

“Helen, you dead Nizi?” “You don’t want to live anymore?” “Come back!” Melson and his
wife screamed in panic.

However, it was too late.

Helen Qiu had already pounced on Mark.

Afterwards, everyone saw that dozens of bullets had hit Helen Qiu’s body.

“It’s over!” At that moment, Ericson and Lei San were almost completely scared to pee.

In the land of Noirfork, who didn’t know, Mark was a mad wife who spoiled his wife.

The two of Ericson had no daring to imagine, if Helen Qiu died here, what kind of anger
would the next Xu Shaohua and others face Mark!

However, the scene where everyone imagined Helen Qiu being shot through by a bullet
did not appear.

When those bullets were still an inch away from Helen Qiu’s body, it was as if the pause
button had been pressed, and it was actually difficult to advance even the slightest.

In the end, it all fell to the ground like a machine that was powered off.

Wow~

The scorching bullet hit the ground, and the crisp sound echoed in the hall, but it
trembled in everyone’s hearts.

“This…this…”

Chapter 2144

“How is this possible?” Everyone was stunned.

Xu Shaohua looked at the teenager in front of him like a ghost, and the gunmen were
even more panicked.

They had lived for so many years, but it was the first time they saw such a weird scene.



“Silly girl, who made you run over?” Ignoring everyone’s tremor, Mark was slightly angry,
blaming Helen Qiu.

If it hadn’t been for this time that the Dragon God Body had been diligent again and
could use the Dragon God’s power to a certain range, Helen Qiu would definitely fall
under this gun tonight.

Therefore, when he found Helen Qiu ran out, Mark was shocked and sweated.

After reprimanding Helen Qiu for a few words, Mark asked her to stand aside again.

Mark who had freed his hand, the coldness in his eyes undoubtedly became a bit richer
again.

“Xu Shaohua, in fact, I don’t like killing.”

“But no matter what, you insist on seeking death.”

“I gave you a chance.”

“I can only say, you don’t know to cherish.”

Mark said in a low voice, shaking his head. With.

Every time he said something, Mark took a step forward, and the killing intent on his
body became a bit rich.

In the end, Mark’s whole body was already as powerful as the abyss, and his murderous
intent was boiling!

” “how can that be?

“Everyone was stunned. Xu Shaohua looked at the teenager in front of him like a ghost.
As for the gunmen, they were extremely frightened. They had lived for so many years,
and it was the first time they saw such a weird scene. “Stupid girl,” Who made you run
over?

“Ignoring the tremor of the people, Mark was slightly angry, and blamed Helen Qiu. If it
weren’t for the dragon god body this time, he could use the power of the dragon god to a
certain range, tonight Helen Qiu , Would definitely fall under this gun. Therefore, when
he found Helen Qiu ran out, Mark was also shocked in a cold sweat at the time. After
reprimanding Helen Qiu for a few words, Mark asked her to stand aside again. Mark,
who made the shot, the coldness in his eyes is undoubtedly stronger again. “Xu
Shaohua, in fact, I don’t like killing.

“But no matter what, you insist on seeking death.

“I gave you a chance.”



“I can only say that you don’t know how to cherish.”

“Mark said with a low voice, shaking his head. Every time he said a word, Mark took a
step forward, and the killing intent on his body became a bit rich. In the end, Mark’s
whole body was already full of momentum, and his killing intent was boiling. !
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